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Decreasing margins, pressure to increase
fee-income and revenues, increasing
expenses and a shrinking pool of
qualified employees… long term
strategic planning for 21st century credit
union CEOs and top executives is
difficult at best. Although the landscape
is challenging, there is one growth
strategy that shows promise.

The small business segment presents an
attractive growth opportunity for credit
unions, even those facing fierce
competition from larger local players.The
key for executives and managers is
careful review of the local business and
competitive financial landscape along with
overall individual credit union finances.
The results will help determine what
role, if any the business segment will play
in the long term credit union strategy.

“Business services, is by far, now the
greatest need for credit unions,”
according to John Henry, senior vice
president for CUNA Mutual Group and
president and CEO of  the group’s
Member Development Company. “But,
exactly how those services are offered
varies greatly at the moment.”

“Credit Unions and Small Business:A CEO and
Management Guide” is a research source
that provides credit union executives and
managers comprehensive and unbiased
information necessary to make an informed
decision regarding the business segment and
market opportunities. Information includes a
historical perspective of credit unions and
the small business segment, current
economic and market drivers, key
management considerations, exploration of
revenue potential and targets, resources to
assist in development of the program and
case studies.

In addition to important strategic and
tactical information needed to build a
successful, member-friendly business
program, the guide provides financial metrics
managers should consider prior 
to and following program implementation.

The small business market is
worthy of CEO attention.The
market is highly attractive, even
in the presence of other local
competitors.
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Business by the Numbers 
The Membership Potential
Discussions around this segment and
its potential is not new.The business of
business is big and a look at the U.S.
business statistics proves that the “talk”
is backed by some powerful numbers.

According to the United States Small
Business Administration, in 2005 there
were approximately 25.8 million
businesses1 in the United States.The
real potential lies in the 99.7%2 of
those 25.8 million small businesses
that employ fewer than 500
employees. Further dissection of the
segment uncovers the “micro-small
business” subgroup.

• Nearly 10 million3 small businesses 
are “micro-small businesses” that 
employ one to five individuals and
have revenues of $50,000 to
$999,000 per year
• 23% are family businesses 

where two or more family 
members are involved in the 
management of the company

• 75% are self-employed
• 49% are home–based

• Sole entrepreneurs and small 
businesses with less than 20 
employees represent 20% of the 
nation’s gross domestic product 
(GDP)

With numbers like these, the small
business impact on the economy is
substantial. More importantly, these
businesses are down the street, next
door and in the back yard. How do
credit unions develop a program to
attract these businesses and their
owners?  

FOUR STEPS TO EVALUATE THE
SMALL BUSINESS SEGMENT

1. Know Your Market!
If Milton Bradley had a “Credit Unions
and Business Monopoly game,” know
your market is the “do not pass go, do
not collect $200” card. The first step in
assessing the potential of the business
segment is knowing the market
externally, outside the doors of the
credit union in addition to the existing
membership.This information serves as
the base for most of the business
segment decisions including estimating
the market potential, product
recommendations, financial forecasting
and marketing.

According to Larry Middleman,
president of the CU Business Group in
Portland, Oregon, it is vital that each
credit union look at the business
makeup of the individual community
and decide what products and services
can be offered that best serve local
business needs.The success of the
business program hinges on meeting
the demands of the local market.
Credit unions, by their nature, can
often take advantage of filling the
needs of a niche market more quickly
and more effectively than other local
financial institutions.

“The credit union needs to analyze
local businesses. Demographic data is
the key. With that, you’re talking facts
and it’s easier to see how the needs of
local business will fit in with a particular
credit union,” Middleman said.

As a general recommendation,
Middleman suggests gathering the
following information for segment
analysis:

Demographics (Understanding the
general makeup of businesses in the
area)
• Number of businesses within a 

certain geographic radius
• Type of businesses and industries to

include as well as exclude
• Number of employees
• Annual sales
• Credit ratings of targeted businesses

Local Needs Assessment (What’s
offered now)
• In order to accurately gauge the

needs of the local business
community, credit unions may want
to establish a small business advisory
board made up of current members
and other local businessmen. Survey
owners formally or informally to
understand their specific business
banking needs as they will vary from
community to community.

• Perform an analysis of the business
products and services offered by
local competitors.

• Compare the information gathered
in the competitive analysis to the
information collected through the
advisory board.What products
and/or services can be offered to fill
local business needs? Is there a
particular niche market in the
locality that other financial
institutions are not servicing?

• Determine a percentage of
businesses you can realistically
attract as new members.

If the demographic information is
gathered internally, utilize the local
Chamber of Commerce. Additional
business data may be obtained from
county governments as well as current
census reports.
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2. Analyze the Credit Union’s
Business Strategy and Financial
Ratios
According to Middleman, “The bar has
been raised.You’re doing a disservice
to the credit union and the community
if you don’t offer business services.”

Although the small business segment
shows promise for credit unions,
choosing the right strategic approach is
important.

Management should ask the following
questions to determine the business
strategy:

• Where in the overall credit union
strategy does/can small business fit?

• What do we want to get out of the
program? (Will the addition of
business products and services
increase revenues and positively
influence financial ratios?) 

• What are we willing to put into the
program in terms of financial and
human resources?

One of the first strategic concepts a
credit union should consider is “self-
funding” the business services program.
A self-funding program targets a 1:1
ratio for new business loan dollars to
new business deposit dollars. A goal of
$1 million in new business loans also
sets a new business deposits goal of $1
million.This approach puts less stress
on the loan to deposit ratio and
lessens the impact of tight liquidity.
Execution is critical and done properly,
allows the business program to stand
on its own.The key is to go back to
the demographic and local needs
assessment to help set realistic goals.

However, self-funding may not be the
best option for your credit union. A
review of current financial ratios may
give insight into the possible direction
of business services and the product
mix. Ratios and ratio targets vary with
each credit union but, executives can
determine if current ratios can be
moved in the desired direction by
adding business services. If your
loan/share ratio is low, you will want to
grow loans faster than deposits. With
high loan to share ratios management
may want more balance with deposits.
The addition of business deposit
services may provide the needed lift.

3. Determine the business model
There’s a model for every credit union  
Is it possible for credit unions of all
sizes to successfully offer business
products? The answer may lie in
choosing the right business model. In
addition to gathering demographic and
local needs assessment information
and a review of the business strategy, it
is important to choose the appropriate
business model to obtain maximum 
program benefits.

The financial consulting firm of Mercer
Oliver Wyman identified four basic
business models specific to the small
business segment in their report, “Who
are you calling small? The big business of
small business banking.” The models
emphasize a simple, rationalized
product set. Aaron Fine, director in the
retail and business banking practice in
Mercer Oliver Wyman's New York
office, suggested three models
appropriate for the credit union sector.
Product mix, available internal
resources and potential use of third
party service providers (such as credit
union service organizations) will
influence the choice of business
models. Based on existing resources
many credit unions would be classified
as “Advisor” or “Relationship”
institutions. Only the largest credit
unions would be considered Category
Killers and are in a position to
independently take on that role. Fine
stresses that it’s not necessarily assets
or size that should determine the role
of business but the credit union’s
desire to set up a successful program.

“It’s not assets but aspiration,” Fine said.
“It’s more important to look at your
current strengths and determine how
much sweat you’re willing to put into
the program.”

In most cases, the footprint of credit
unions is localized, allowing one
business model to serve the entire
institution. For those credit unions with
larger footprints, outside one or two
states, it is possible to have more than
one model operating at the same time.
These models are intended to provide
a high level overview and outline to
assist in the original program
assessment.

There are nearly 10 million small
businesses that are considered
“micro-small businesses” looking
for financial services.
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Management Models for the Business Segment

Category Killer
Innovation is key role.

Monoline product approach 
that has standout appeal,

strong economics and 
staying power.

Relationship Credit Union
Relationship-building where

members utilize personal and
business services and are willing 

to pay for expertise and the 
ability to execute difficult deals.

Advisor Credit Union
Smaller credit union in 

comparison, expertise in one 
or two product offerings.

How can I create and 
protect innovative

offerings?

Do I have the products and 
service delivery system to 

manage the full relationship?

What expertise can I 
bring to the market?  

A limited product offering 
to excel in.

Products

Unique customer proposition;
best price, most convenient,

fast turn around.

Resource allocation of these
individuals across customer 

portfolio. May take advantage 
of combining business, personal

and wealth management.
Consider credit union service

organization (CUSO).

Develops expertise in a 
select area. Clients are willing

to pay for outstanding
services. CUSO’s would be a 

good place to start.

Program Optimization

Collected information from 
small businesses is central in this
model. Must be able to export

these capabilities across channels 
and geographies to create

economies of scale.

Market research should 
indicate whether you’re 
playing against another 
institution’s competitive 

strength or you have created 
a unique program.

Market Research

How can the process 
be simplified?

How can we ensure and 
broaden the relationship 

with every contact?

How can we convey our
expertise?

Improving Processes

Develop incentives for 
cross-sell to take advantage of

multiple locations and expanded
product offering.

Choose the right level of service
for the returned value (from 
the member and credit union

perspective).

How can I recruit the best
business relationship managers to
receive maximum benefit from
the limited product offerings?

Maximum Program
Performance

The Role of a Credit Union Service Organization (CUSO)

During the evaluation process, credit unions may want to consider augmenting their program through a third party provider
such as a credit union service organization (CUSO). CUSOs were created to meet the needs of credit unions unable to
provide necessary services in-house. Depending on the CUSO, credit unions can outsource services including underwriting,
lending, and deposits and servicing expertise.

Through the shared services approach, CUSOs can provide cost savings in the initial start-up and through economies of
scale. The CUSO option enables credit unions of all sizes an opportunity to offer business services sometimes under-
served by small community banks.
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Proposition is based on skilled
relationship management.

Analytics should support, not
replace local decision making.
The trick is to develop tools 

that help branch managers best
serve member needs.



Following a Business Path
Determining the path of the business
program is a decision that needs to be
made at the CEO or board level.

“This is an important decision with
possible long term financial
implications,” Middleman said. “Each
path has a different pay back structure
that needs to be considered early on
in the process.”

Together with the demographic data,
local needs assessment, business
strategy and modeling ideas,
management can consider three paths
to accomplish the business segment
goals.

1. Complete in-house program
All of the new business programs,
servicing and customer service are
performed by the credit union.

2. Outsource all services 
Choose a third party partner such as 
a credit union service organization
(CUSO). CUSOs offer a turn-key
option providing knowledge, training
and products in all areas of business
including lending, deposits and other
services.

3. Hybrid model
A combination of in-house and
external partners to provide the
necessary business services.

4. Forecast Revenue Potential
In addition to the large pool of
potential members looming in every
community, credit unions can benefit
from tremendous cross-sell
opportunities. Recent research
indicates business owners use financial
products at a higher rate than the
general population. In 2005, small
businesses contributed $200 billion to
the financial services industry.4

Business services is also a conduit to a
new market of potential members
small business employees. Offering
business services is a great way to
increase revenue but it’s also a great
way to introduce credit unions to a
new group in the community.

With the local business demographic
research complete, that information
along with the intended product
offering line can be used to model
revenue potential. The financial
services industry is anticipating a 5% 
to 10% annual growth rate in business
services.

Although the magic formula that
accurately pin points success or
expected returns is elusive, Middleman
recommends a forecast method based
on incremental profitability. This
approach analyzes what the credit
union is currently producing and what
changes can be anticipated with the
addition of a business program. The
“bottom-up” revenue forecasting
approach begins with demographic
data to project how many new loan or
deposit accounts can be generated,
rather than beginning with an end
revenue number and trying to figure
out how to achieve it.

Middleman explains, “Credit unions
often tell me, ‘I want $5 million in new
deposits.’ Then I ask them how many
new relationships that will take at an
average of $1,500 per. They some-
times quickly revise their forecasts
based on the “bottom-up” approach,
which I believe is much more realistic.”

Assessing Success of the
Business Program
Return on the Investment

Although the return on investment
(ROI) varies with each model, most
credit unions should begin to see a
positive ROI in three years. Loans can
be an important focus of the business
program. However, don’t under-
estimate deposits, as they are an
important source of revenue.

Aaron Fine places emphasis on the
deposit side, especially for credit unions
whose loan portfolio focuses on loans
under $200,000. When loan margins,
risk adjustments and administration
fees are taken into account, it’s possible
that individual members generate
more revenue for the credit union on
the deposit side of the house.

Fine’s deposit to loan philosophy goes
a step further, explaining that deposits
generate revenue while loans can be
viewed as a way to attract new
members.

Middleman agrees with the “lead with
deposits” philosophy, “Every business
needs deposit services. How many of
those businesses need loans right
now?”

The successful business program
demands that credit unions not only
choose the appropriate business model
but create an internal process and
agenda that generates optimal
performance from the program.
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Fine cautions that “performance varies widely across credit unions and there is variation in the underlying drivers of
performance” credit union to credit union.

As a general guideline, managers of any size credit union can look at the following indicators to assess business
programming success.

Variation in small business economics for credit unions

Importance of driver
Low Best in class

Loan to share 70% 100%
Efficiency ratio1 70% 45%
Deposit NI margin 2.0% 5.0%
Lending NI margin 2.5% 4.5%
Expected loss 2.0% 0.5%

1 Non-interest expense divided by total revenue less interest expense
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“Credit Unions and Small Business: a CEO and Management Guide”

According to Steven King, vice president of business services for First Community
Credit Union in Coon Rapids, MN, “Like a pizza restaurant… there always seems
to be room for one more credit union” in the business space. King is also quick
to point out that the real answer lies within the passion of the institution. “The
harder they work, the better the possibility for excellent results.”

Many credit unions have jumped into the business segment with both feet, others
are testing the waters and many more are still evaluating the market potential.
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